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ABOUT US
SLR Shipping Services is a leading Multimodal
and International Freight Forwarding and
Logistics company in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. SLR is incorporated by logistic
professionals having 25+ years of experience in
the Freight forwarding industry.
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SLR SHIPPING SERVICES

LCL SERVICES FREIGHT
FORWARDING LINER SERVICES
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https://www.slrshipping.com/ctservice/lcl-services/
https://www.slrshipping.com/freight-forwarding-services-in-moscow/
https://www.slrshipping.com/ctservice/liner-services/
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How to Choose the Best Freight Forwarding
Service Provider from Dubai to Russia?

A freight forwarding service provider is the one who arranges the shipping of goods from
pickup to the destination point on behalf of the client. Freight forwarders are the
intermediaries between the shippers and the carriers, who manage logistics shipments.

Generally, freight forwarders offer a range of services:

Transportation: They arrange cargo shipping services by air, sea, rail, or road, depending on
the nature of shipments and clients' needs.

Custom Clearance: Freight forwarders handle the custom clearance process, compiling all
the necessary documentation on time.

Storage: Arranges the storage of goods in their warehouses or third-party facilities.

Insurance: Freight forwarders offer insurance for transit goods and protection against loss or
damage.

Documentation: They assist you with preparing all the necessary shipping documents,
including bills of lading, commercial invoices, and packing lists.

Supply Chain Management: Freight forwarders help clients to optimize the supply chain with
their crucial advice on shipping routes, modes of transport, and other logistics-related
matters.

Choosing the best agent for shipping from jebel ali to st. Petersburg can be difficult, but you
need to consider some of the critical factors: 
Research shipping agents: You must search for the best freight forwarders between shipping
from jebel ali to st. petersburg.

https://www.slrshipping.com/shipping-services-jebel-ali-to-russia/
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CHECK THEIR RELIABILITY

 

The shipping agent you choose must be reliable and ensure it delivers your
shipments on time. Consider their reviews from past clients and ask for
testimonials on their previous work.

Compare costs: Shipping cost varies with different freight forwarders. So,
you need to get quotations and compare them with multiple agents.

Check their customer service: Consider shipping agents who answer your
calls promptly 24*7 and give regulatory updates for your shipments.

Verify their certifications and licenses: Ensure the shipping agent you choose
must be licensed to operate between shipping from jebel ali to st.
petersburg.

https://www.slrshipping.com/freight-forwarding-services-in-moscow/


LET'S TALK 
AND FIND YOUR
SOLUTION

WEBSITE
www.slrshipping.com

CALL US
+971 4 333 6593

SEND US AN EMAIL
enquiry@slrshipping.com
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THANK
YOU!


